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Abstract
Computer vision tasks are traditionally defined and eval-
uated using semantic categories. However, it is known to the
field that semantic classes do not necessarily correspond
to a unique visual class (e.g. inside and outside of a car).
Furthermore, many of the feasible learning techniques at
hand cannot model a visual class which appears consistent
to the human eye. These problems have motivated the use
of 1) Unsupervised or supervised clustering as a prepro-
cessing step to identify the visual subclasses to be used in
a mixture-of-experts learning regime. 2) Felzenszwalb et
al. part model and other works model mixture assignment
with latent variables which is optimized during learning 3)
Highly non-linear classifiers which are inherently capable
of modelling multi-modal input space but are inefficient at
the test time. In this work, we promote an incremental view
over the recognition of semantic classes with varied appear-
ances. We propose an optimization technique which incre-
mentally finds maximal visual subclasses in a regularized
risk minimization framework. Our proposed approach uni-
fies the clustering and classification steps in a single algo-
rithm. The importance of this approach is its compliance
with the classification via the fact that it does not need to
know about the number of clusters, the representation and
similarity measures used in pre-processing clustering meth-
ods a priori. Following this approach we show both quali-
tatively and quantitatively significant results. We show that
the visual subclasses demonstrate a long tail distribution.
Finally, we show that state of the art object detection meth-
ods (e.g. DPM) are unable to use the tails of this distri-
bution comprising 50% of the training samples. In fact we
show that DPM performance slightly increases on average
by the removal of this half of the data.
1. Introduction
A limited set of visual classes such as frontal faces,
pedestrians and other objects detected in the context of
urban traffic admit a rate of detection that challenges that
of human vision and make them interesting for commercial
applications([24, 25]). This can be attributed to the rela-
tively limited degree of intra class variation expressed by
the images in these classes . On the other hand, multi view
detection of general object classes show a performance in
the range of around 20 to 65 % in average precision (AP)
([10]). In recent years, increase in the performance has
come about by various algorithms from year to year. They
are designed based on a limited set of training data and are
expected to capture the class variation which is substantial
due to different camera viewpoint, subordinate classes, etc.
So, it is still an open question whether this approach will
eventually lead to the level of the performance of human
visual system. The complexity of the classifiers to be learnt
for these datasets is simply too large for the limited sets
of data used to train them. The obvious remedy of trying
to increase training data does not necessarily lead to better
classifiers due to the emerging influence of outliers([35]).
To get around this we suggest an alternative way of design-
ing visual classifiers. We consider the ultimate goal of a
classifier is to achieve performance at the level of human
vision. However, instead of directly designing a classifier
that works for a full training set, we examine subsets of
the class for which classifiers can be learnt with good
performance. The objective of this design is to increase the
size of these subsets and possibly merge them while main-
taining the good classification rate. The ”size” has to relate
in some sense to the variation within the subclass. As these
subclasses grow and merge with each other it is required to
increase the complexity of the classifiers applied to them.
This approach should be contrasted with the prevailing
methods of designing classifiers for the full dataset that
usually lead to complex non-linear optimization problems.
In order to handle these, the optimization methods have to
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Figure 1: A subset of visual subcategories found by our framework for the class of bicycle in the PASCAL VOC 2007 training
set. The subclasses can share samples as long as they keep high accuracy on predicting them. The corresponding HOG filters
for each subclass are marked by the same color of the border.1
be regularized in order to avoid over fitting. The proper
information for regularization is simply not there at the
start but has to be acquired gradually from the data itself.
We further claim that instead of directly competing in the
performance of the final classification rate, competition
should be in terms of size and complexity of subclasses that
are properly classified.
In the current work, we devise an incremental discrim-
inative procedure which is able to simultaneously discover
and learn such visual subclasses (Figure 1). In particular,
we formulate the learning problem as regularized risk min-
imization to find the largest subset which can be reliably
detected. Taking the subset out we continue the same proce-
dure on the remaining samples and so forth. Intuitively, this
will leave us with a long-tailed distribution of subclasses
(Figure 2). For the final experiments we specialize to the
deformable part models (DPM) [11] as our RRM frame-
work.
This iterative procedure helps to keep outliers –that might
harm the performance of subclasses– away as isolated ex-
emplars. This means that our work relates primarily to the
so called mixture models of classification [11] [32] [1]. This
incremental approach, by finding ”visual subclasses”, al-
lows understanding of the problem at hand by analyzing
the core large subsets and isolated exemplars. It should be
mentioned that by a ”visual subclass” we mean a subset of
our semantically defined class that can be reliably detected
given a learning framework and feature representation and
thus does not necessarily comply with visual subclasses to
the human eye. Saying that, however, we can see in Figure
(1) that the subclasses are still meaningful in appearance.
Finally, we posit that the recent success of Deep Learning
methods trained on large outside-training datasets for vi-
sual recognition tasks [27] is related to unification of learn-
ing representations that are invariant to such subclass vari-
ations and classification. The recognition problem is still
unsolved, thus the advantage of our procedure to the deep
learning methods is that we have a systematic analysis of
where our recognition system fails which similarly high-
lights the importance of handling the tails of the distribution
in deep learning frameworks.
1.1. Contributions and Outline
The contributions of this work can be listed as follows,
I) A general incremental view on the recognition task is
motivated: i.e. the identification, growth and merging of
the maximal subclasses which can be detected with high
accuracy.
II) We propose a simple yet effective discriminative
procedure based on self-paced learning formulation for
simultaneous discovery and learning of such subclasses
(without the prior knowledge about the number of sub-
classes, the representation space or similarity measure
suitable for clustering) which fits into the regularized risk
minimization scenario. The formulation, seen as a data-
driven clustering framework, is able to span the spectrum
between the two extremes of a)one exemplar classifier per
sample and b)a monolithic classifier for all samples.
III) We show the proposed self-paced learning is able to
detect outliers (w.r.t. to the base classifier) and is equivalent
to the ramp loss formulation of SVM.
IV) We allow sharing of the samples between the mixtures
1This figure is generated automatically using a subset of each subclass
members, for larger pictures of all the classes please refer to the supple-
mentary material.
and we show that this helps the final classification by reg-
ularizing the decision boundaries where different mixture
classifiers meet.
V) We show that the visual subclasses follows a long tail
distribution.
VI) By an aggregation of the identified non-singular
subclasses (covering 15 to 80% of the data) we show that
state of the art methods (e.g. DPM) are unable to use,
on average, 50% of data appearing at the tails of this
distribution.
VII) We further investigate the statistics of the isolated
exemplars in terms of different image properties which
gives an insight for future works.
In the next section we discuss the related works and high-
light the differences. It is followed by the explanation of
our method for learning visual subclasses. Then we report
and discuss results from a set of experiments supporting the
model aspects. Finally, we conclude the paper and mention
interesting future directions.
2. Related Works
The idea of gradually designing learners is at the heart
of the methodology known as incremental learning [33, 14,
20]. However unlike standard incremental learning we fo-
cus on the gradual construction of well classified subsets
and we assume that all training data is available at the start,
although incrementally adding training data could be part of
our scheme too.
Identification of the regions of the input space to be classi-
fied by each expert is the main question when using mix-
ture of experts. Particularly for the task of classification on
the more realistic vision datasets[10], different works ex-
ist. They are mainly comprised of partitioning the input
space in some way [31] or hard disjoint partitioning of the
input samples [6] and then learning individual classifiers us-
ing those subsets. Some methods are provided with explicit
assignment cluster members. [17] uses viewpoint annota-
tions. However, annotation of other sources of variation,
e.g. subordinates is hard to define and costly to do. Other
methods, starting with an initial clustering, employ an EM-
like approach to update the clusters. This is done by letting
different experts compete for samples [11, 21, 28]. These
methods, however, are susceptible to initialization.
To improve the initialization, other works use a clustering
methods on either the image patches itself [1] or on some
available meta-data [4, 2, 16]. While they have indeed
shown improvements over baselines, the number of clusters
is unknown a priori. Furthermore, the clustering method
might not be compatible with the final model since they are
optimized for different objectives.
Our formulation is similar to that of self-paced learning
[22], however, with a completely different perspective. Ku-
mar et al. use the formulation to cope with the sensitive-
ness of optimizing latent variable models. And for this they
gradually consider all the examples by starting from simpler
examples. This is in contrast to our scheme. We want each
subset to contain only the accurately predictable examples.
So, conversely, we start by including more examples at the
start and gradually converge to the largest core of the sam-
ples that can be reliably detected.
Our framework, can be seen as a discriminative clustering.
Our approach, however, is different from other existing dis-
criminative clustering methods [3, 13, 18] in the sense that it
tries to best discriminate the positive and negative classes.
This is unlike the conventional discrimination of the pos-
itive clusters that we actually avoid by sharing samples.
[26, 29] also demonstrate the effectiveness of overlapping
clusters. In addition our proposed clustering method does
not require prior knowledge about the number of subclasses,
the representation space or similarity measure suitable for
clustering.
Finally, our framework is closely related to [8, 9] for discov-
ery of midlevel features used in tasks other than detection.
However, we see our proposed method as a more principled
strategy for discovery of subclasses which can be used to
group such mid-level representations as well.
3. Methodology
Here we explain the framework used to train our self-
tuned mixture classifiers. First we recap the Regular-
ized Risk Minimization problem (RRM) and mixture of
experts(MEX). Then we introduce a new formulation for
learning each expert of MEX and discuss its properties. Fi-
nally, by injecting DPM as the individual RRM learner we
show how we optimize the objective in an iterative manner.
3.1. Mixture of Regularized Risk Minimizers
Discriminative learning methods have been very suc-
cessful in many applications of machine learning such as
computer vision. This is particularly true for classification
tasks when provided with a relatively large set of labelled
training samples. In the context of discriminative learning
of binary classifiers, given a set of N labelled training sam-
ples D = {〈xi, yi〉}Ni=1, yi ∈ {−1, 1}, we are usually faced
with a RRM formulation of the form,
min
w
J(w) := Ω(w) + λRemp(w, D) (1)
Remp(w, D) =
N∑
i=1
lwi (2)
where lwi is the ”loss” of sample i. Solving an RRM
involves a trade-off between the regularization term Ω and
the risk term Remp which is controlled by the coefficient
λ. There are different choices of a reguralizer e.g. L1, L2
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Figure 2: Distribution of the number of samples inside each visual subclass sorted in descending order for the first 30
components. A long tailed distribution is observed.
and loss functions e.g. least squares or hinge (for Lasso
or Support Vector Machines respectively). Depending on
these choices there are well-established solvers in the liter-
ature.
However, it has been observed in several applications that
the distribution of the training samples in the input space is
multi-modal. This is because of the semantically defined la-
bels, data incompleteness and poor representation (e.g.. not
invariant enough to different conditions). Although kernel
methods or similar approaches can partially overcome these
problems, they are usually inefficient for large scale prob-
lems and parameters should be carefully tuned for them to
avoid overfitting. This has caused the mixture-of-experts
(MEX) and ensemble methods to become popular. MEX
uses a combination of simpler learners (e.g. linear SVMs) to
train a more complicated classifier able to cope better with
the multi-modality of the input space. It should be noted
that MEX is subtly different from other ensemble methods
in that it divide the input space by training each expert on
either a hard subset or non-uniform distribution of training
data. MEX of M learners in terms of RRMs is defined as
follows,
min
W
J(W ) := Ω(W ) + λR(W,D) (3)
R(W,D) =
N∑
i=1
g(lw1i , l
w2
i , ..., l
wM
i ) (4)
W = {w1,w2, ...,wM} (5)
where g(.) is an aggregation function which can be any-
thing from a gating function or a minimum of the losses
produced by different experts. The learning of MEX in-
volves two main steps, 1) identification and Learning of the
parameters of the individual experts, 2) learning the param-
eters of the aggregation function. Some methods combine
these two steps though [11]. Due to this design, the three
major difficulties of training a MEX are first, how to iden-
tify the partitions of the input space to be learned by an
expert, secondly MEX is very likely to have problems at the
boundaries where expert learners meet (these boundary re-
gions usually have low or zero sample support), and finally
what is a good choice of an aggregation function g. In the
next section we introduce a new incremental approach as an
effort to address the first two problems. The third issue of
choosing an aggregation function, however, remains open
for future work.
3.2. Self-tuned Expert Learning
We approach the problem of visual subclass discovery
in an incremental fashion. By that we mean we are inter-
ested in finding the largest subset of our positive training
data (y = 1) which we can distinguish from the negative
data with a high precision. Then taking that subset away we
continue by finding the next largest subset and so on. This
will help the classifiers to train on more well aligned sam-
ples due to the removal of outliers. This helps us to better
understand the classification problem we face by looking at
more isolated components. We pose the problem of finding
the largest subset with high detection accuracy at each step
using the following RRM optimization,2
min
w,v
J ′(w) := Ω(w) + λR′(w,v, D) (6)
R′(w,v, D) =
Np∑
i=1
vi(l
w
i − 1/K) +
Nn∑
i=1
lwi+Np (7)
v = {v1, v2, ..., vNp}, vi ∈ {0, 1}
where v is a binary indicator vector that denotes which
samples are included in the current mixture. K is a scalar
which controls how predictable a sample should be to get
in the subset. Large K is a tighter constraint on the pre-
dictability of the samples to be included. This is because as
K gets larger the loss li of sample i should be lower to be
included. This formulation is interestingly similar to that of
Kumar et al’s self-paced learning[22]. As described in [22]
for a convex choice of l and Ω the relaxed formulation (i.e.
vi ∈ [0, 1]) is a biconvex optimization in w and v. This
means that when we fix either of the subset of variables w
2For the simplicity of the notation, we assume samples are ordered by
their labels thus in the set D there are Np positive (yi = 1) samples
indexed by i = 1 : Np and then Nn negative (yi = −1) samples indexed
by i = Np + 1 : Np +Nn.
or v the problem becomes convex over the other subset. Bi-
convex problems are specially interesting since they have
good approximate solvers [15] as well as branch and bound
global optimizers.
Note that by choosing large enough or small enough K we
span a spectrum where we have Exemplar learners[23] at
one extreme and one single learner at the other respectively.
It should be further noted that the formulation of self-paced
learning is equivalent to the ramp loss formulation of [7].
Ramp loss was originally designed to reduce the number of
support vectors by ignoring the outliers which is essentially
what we want in this approach. Further investigation of this
equivalence and its consequences appears at appendix A in
Sec 6.
Decision at boundaries where two independently trained ex-
perts meet can become ambiguous. To deal with this issue,
after discovering each subclass, we let it share the already
selected samples of previously trained experts. In other
words we fix the corresponding elements of v to 1 for the
discovered subset and optimize (11) for the whole training
set. This will allow for sharing of samples between the ex-
perts which makes them become smoother at the boundaries
and potentially fill the gaps in the input space. In the exper-
iments we found this is a crucial step for the performance
of each expert.
Finally, this framework can be seen as a way of discrimina-
tive incremental clustering. In that sense this clustering can
potentially perform superior to conventional pre-processing
clustering methods used for MEX. This is due to the fact
that it unifies the partitioning of the positive samples in a
way to comply better with the final classifier. That is our
procedure does not require the number of subclasses, a new
representation space or similarity measure suitable for clus-
tering.
3.3. Self-tuned DPM
To evaluate the effectiveness of our method for visual
recognition we test it for the task of object detection. Since
deformable part models (DPM) of Felzenszwalb at. al.[11]
is the current state-of-the-art, we use it as our individual ex-
perts. The formulation by replacing RRM terms with those
of DPM then becomes as follows,
min
w,v
J ′(w,v) := ‖w‖2 + λ(
Np∑
i=1
vi(max(0, 1− fw(xi))− 1/K)
+
Nn∑
i=1
max(0, 1 + fw(xi+Np ))) (8)
v = {v1, v2, ..., vNp}, vi ∈ {0, 1}
fw(xi) = max
hi
(wTΦ(xi, hi)) (9)
where Φ(., .) is the HOG feature vector extracted from
image xi at the location indicated by part latent variables
hi. DPM uses latent variables for modelling part positions
in the scoring function f ; Note that the loss function of pos-
itives in Eq. 8 is a concave function. Thus (8) is not a
biconvex optimization anymore. However, as illustrated in
[11] the problems become convex as soon as one fixes the
latent variables for the positive samples. We use this in the
next section to come up with an Alternative Convex Search
(ACS) algorithm to solve the above optimization problem.
3.4. Optimization
Solution of biconvex optimization problems can be
well approximated using Alternative Convex Search (ACS)
approach [15]. This has been confirmed for Kumar et al.’s
self-paced learning formulation of the structured-SVM
[22]. Using ACS one should fix one of the two disjoint
subset of variables and solve the induced convex problem
for the other subset and vice versa, and alternate until no
improvement is possible. On the other hand Latent SVM
formulation of DPM can be solved by alternative search
between fixing latent variables and optimizing for w in the
induced objective function. When w is fixed, the optimal
solution of v and fw can be found in a single step (see Alg.
1).
Data: D,K,Cp, Cn
return w model and v indicator vector
v← {1}
while v 6= vold do
0: vold ← v
1: Solve for w the convex program (11) with fixed
v
2: for i = 1 : Np do
if 1−wTxi < 1/K then
vi = 0
end
else
vi = 1
end
end
end
Algorithm 1: ACS for self-paced learning
In an incremental approach, as illustrated in Alg. 2 we
solve the equation (8) initially with the whole training set
with Alg. (1) and then taking the indicated samples by v
away, we repeat the procedure until no sample remains. It
should be noted since we have an object detection scenario,
we have huge number of possible negative windows from
the negative images. Therefore, we adopt the hard negative
mining approach of [11] at step 4 of the algorithm (1).
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Figure 3: The evoultion of the AP when adding more experts for our full system (green -light gray- with blue crosses)
compared with the case without sharing samples (red -dark gray- with yellow crosses) on 5 classes of VOC07.
Data: D,K,Cp, Cn
returnW set of trained experts V set of indicator
vectors
while D′ 6= ∅ do
0: D′ ← D
W,V ← ∅
1: Solve (8) for v and w using alg.1
2: V ← V ∪ v
3: W ←W ∪w
4: D′ ← D′\{i|vi = 1}
end
Algorithm 2: Self-paced incremental
4. Experiments
We have chosen the task of Object Detection for evalu-
ation of our method. The challenging dataset of PASCAL
VOC 2007 is used as the testbed. In the following sections,
we give the details of our implementation and then we con-
tinue by presenting the final detection performance of our
system as well as showing quantitative and qualitative re-
sults illustrating different aspects of our framework.
4.1. Implementation Details
We use the release 5 of the DPM [12] as our base code
without post processing of context re-scoring. We cross-
validated a few choices of the parameters for the classes of
”horse” and ”car” on the validation set.
We set K so that it contains all the samples on the positive
half space defined by the decision boundary w (K = 0.7).
Furthermore, we found that starting with a lower K in ACS
(Alg. 1) and then gradually increasing it to the final value
will produce better results. It is initialized to a value that
roughly includes the samples inside the SVM margin and
on the positive half space(0.55). Then K is increased by a
factor of 1.05 to reach its final value.
This helps the optimization to better find the core subset at
each iteration by taking relatively more samples in the be-
ginning and then decreasing them if necessary.
This approach is in contrast to [22] where they start with
higher value of K and decrease it gradually. The aim there,
is to consider all the samples eventually. They want to in-
clude cleaner sample first for the non-convex optimization
of latent variables and then add the rest. We also tried to de-
crease the K from a higher value and found that increasing
K gradually is a better choice for our purpose. The same
gradual decrease in the λ, when the subset gets larger, is
applied which in practice helped the convergence of the al-
ternative search.
We do not have any particular aggregation policy to measure
the final detection performance of the set of expert classi-
fiers W . All the detections from all the experts are simply
put together into the same pool (as if they were produced
by a single classifier) and then a non-maximum suppression
based on PASCAL VOC overlap criterion is applied.
4.2. Object Detection on PASCAL VOC 2007
To evaluate the final object detection performance, in
favour of computation, we use a subset of trained experts.
We only consider subsets that have at least 5 samples. This
leaves us with less than 10 experts for each class. Table (1)
shows the final Average Precision(AP) on the 20 classes of
VOC07 and it is compared with many of the existing state-
of-the-art methods. Our method uses half of the data in av-
erage and yet it performs comparably to all the state-of-the-
art methods. We can see that there is a marginal improve-
ment in terms of mean AP over all classes. It is worth of
mentioning that [5], [30] and [16] use multiple features (in
addition to HOG). [16] uses meta-data for clustering. Fi-
nally, we plot the evolution of the AP as we add more ex-
perts in Figure (8). Observe that most of the performance is
achieved at the very early steps. The most interesting future
work, indicated by these results, is how to benefit from the
rest of the isolated samples to push for better performance.
4.3. Aggregation
To better understand the effect of a proper aggregation,
we follow the work of Hoiem et al. in [19] and remove the
false positives generated by poor localization. We remove
the detections that overlap between 0.1 to 0.5 to the pro-
vided ground truth and re-compute the AP. We do the same
procedure for our DPM baseline [12]. Table (2) shows that
we have a larger margin in the mean AP and we outper-
form DPM in 16 out of 20 classes using the same fraction
of data as mentioned in Table (1) for the ”Ours” results.
aero bike bird boat bottle bus car cat chair cow table dog horse mbike person plant sheep sofa train tv mAP
E-SVMs[23] 20.8 48.0 7.7 14.3 13.1 39.7 41.1 5.2 11.6 18.6 11.1 3.1 44.7 39.4 16.9 11.2 22.6 17.0 36.9 30.0 22.7
MCL[1] 29.0 50.1 9.6 15.0 18.9 41.1 49.7 10.3 16.0 21.0 17.0 10.3 50.0 39.6 33.0 9.0 19.8 22.0 38.2 34.3 26.7
[16] 33.4 37.0 15.0 15.0 22.6 43.1 49.3 32.8 11.5 35.8 17.8 16.3 43.6 38.2 29.8 11.6 33.3 23.5 30.2 39.6 29.0
AMH[5] 34.8 54.4 15.5 14.6 24.4 50.9 54.0 33.5 20.6 22.8 34.4 24.1 55.6 47.3 34.9 18.1 20.2 30.3 41.3 43.3 33.8
MKL[30] 37.6 47.8 15.3 15.3 21.9 50.7 50.6 30.0 17.3 33.0 22.5 21.5 51.2 45.5 23.3 12.4 23.9 28.5 45.3 48.5 32.1
DPM v5[12] 33.2 60.3 10.2 16.1 27.3 54.3 58.2 23.0 20.0 24.1 26.7 12.7 58.1 48.2 43.2 12.0 21.1 36.1 46.0 43.5 33.7
Ours 34.3 60.7 10.3 13.7 21.8 57.5 55.5 26.7 22.0 25.8 38.3 14.3 57.0 47.7 43.0 9.0 19.8 34.4 47.0 43.7 34.2
% of Data 65% 82% 28% 25% 45% 70% 73% 52% 43% 61% 66% 38% 74% 69% 63% 14% 36% 50% 78% 71% 55%
Table 1: Results of our method for object detection in VOC07 compared to other state-of-the-art baselines. The last row
indicates the fraction of the training data used for each class to achieve the reported AP. It should be noted that [5],[30] and
[16] use additional features to HOG. [16] uses meta-data for clustering.
aero bike bird boat bottle bus car cat chair cow table dog horse mbike person plant sheep sofa train tv mAP
DPM v5[12] 37.3 62.2 10.4 17.8 28.1 56.8 60.5 27.9 22.0 24.8 30.0 13.4 61.0 49.5 52.4 14.3 21.9 38.2 51.7 44.3 36.2
Ours 39.5 67.0 13.4 16.4 22.7 60.4 58.5 38.5 24.9 27.1 42.3 15.3 59.6 49.6 52.7 15.0 22.5 39.3 52.0 46.8 38.2
Table 2: Average Precision results on VOC07 by taking out the localization false positives. As suggested by [19] we remove
detections that have between 0.1 to 0.5 overlap with the corresponding ground truth. The results are by using the same
fraction of the data as mentioned in Table (1)
This indicates the significantly higher ability of our pro-
posed classifiers in recalling the objects and indicates the
benefit of designing an appropriate localization scheme for
aggregation of the different experts to reduce the false posi-
tives due to multiple counting. Furthermore, Fig. (8) shows
that in most of the classes after addition of the 5th mixture
the performance does not necessarily increase. Most of the
performance is gained by addition of the first experts. This
highlights the importance of score calibration as more mix-
tures are added [23].
4.4. Sharing Samples
On a subset of classes we show the evolution of the AP
when adding more mixtures by comparing with the case
when we do not allow sharing (Fig. 3). The gain in the
improvement when sharing samples between mixtures indi-
cate the importance of this procedure, possibly because it
generates smoother boundaries and help the generalization
of each of the experts for the final aggregation.
4.5. Qualitative Results
Fig. 4 depicts the HOG filters and a sample for the core
subset of each of the classes. The sharp and clear edges ex-
hibited in the filters show the good alignment of the samples
caused by removal of outliers in the core subclasses.
To see figures illustrating the samples assigned to each ex-
pert and how they share them among themselves (such as
Figure 1) please refer to supplementary material.
4.6. Statistics of isolated exemplars and miss-
detections
We take a closer look into the discovered clusters. First,
we try to understand the reason behind samples which end
up in isolated exemplars. For this purpose we study the
clusters with size less than 5. Then using the PASCAL an-
notations we compare their distribution (in terms of size and
truncation) to the distribution of all training samples. It can
be seen in figure 6 that the distribution of the isolated exem-
plars is biased toward less ”unknown” samples. ”unknown”
means the sample is neither low resolution nor truncated.
Furthermore we study the statistics of the missed recalls on
the PASCAL VOC 2008 dataset. Figure 7 depicts the recall-
overlap plots for (1,2,5,10,100) highest scoring windows of
each training image. Then we pinpoint the missed samples
in the 100 highest scoring windows and show the statistics
of those missed samples compared to all samples. Again it
can be observed that the low resolution and truncated sam-
ples are the most problematic ones. It can be seen that we
have a relatively very low number of missed samples which
are neither low resolution, truncated nor occluded.
From the two figures it can be observed that the samples
at tails of the distribution in our representation (HOG fea-
tures) are mostly comprised of low resolution, occluded and
truncated samples.
5. Conclusion and Future Works
In this work we have proposed a novel method of de-
signing classifiers that tries to incrementally discover and
learn visual subclasses of the semantic class. The formula-
tion is such that it tries to find largest subset of the training
samples that can be reliably distinguished from the negative
class. The initial attempt has shown that the state of the art
object detectors are unable to use around half of the data
(on average) appearing at the tails of the distribution, thus
showing potentials for future works. In fact we showed the
performance is slightly improved by taking the outliers (iso-
lated exemplars) out of the training set.
Results by ignoring the poor localization false positives in-
diningtable
cat chair
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horse motorbike
Figure 4: Trained filters for the largest visual subclass found for a subset of classes along with one of their members.
dicates that a suitable aggregation procedure for the output
of the independently trained experts appears to be a promis-
ing future work to reduce false positives due to multiple
counting. However, we think the most important future
direction is the analysis of a way to enlarge or merge the
discovered subclasses by including samples from the tails
of the distribution. This can be done by re-designing the
model, feature representations or by using additional data
to fill in the identified gaps of the input space (between iso-
lated exemplars).
6. Appendix A.
6.1. Individual subclass discovery and learning
We are interested in finding the largest subset of our
positive training data (y = 1) which maintains a regular
structure (large margin in case of L2 regularization) to all
the negative data (y = −1). In the follwoing we first ex-
plain two alternative regularized risk minimization methods
of largest subclass discovery. These methods use different
approaches to calculate the induced loss and are inspired by
self-paced learning and regularized ramp loss learners re-
spectively.
minimize
w,v
J˙(w) := Ω(w) + λR˙(w,v, D) (10)
6.2. Self paced subclass learning
Inspired by the self-paced learning framework of [22],
we pose this problem as the following optimization,3
R˙(w,v, D) =
Np∑
i=1
vi(l
w
i − 1/Kp) +
Nn∑
i=1
vi+Np(l
w
i+Np − 1/Kn)
(11)
v = {v1, v2, ..., vN}, vi ∈ {0, 1}
3For the simplicity of the notation, we assume samples are ordered by
their labels thus in the set D there are Np positive (yi = 1) samples
indexed by i = 1 : Np and then Nn negative (yi = −1) samples indexed
by i = Np + 1 : Np +Nn.
where v is a binary indicator vector that denotes which sam-
ples are considered in the learning of w parameters. Pro-
portional to λ, Kp and Kn are scalars which control how
predictable a sample should be to get in the subset. The
larger the K the lower the loss of a sample should be in or-
der to influence the learning of w. The inclusion of more
low loss samples (lwi ≤ 1/K) is encouraged since it will
decrease the total risk. Thus, K provides a trade-off be-
tween the inclusion of samples in learning and the amount
of irregularity in w needed for that. This is in line with our
intended trade-off of finding the largest subset while main-
taining a level of regularity. Large K is a tighter constraint
on the inclusion of the samples based on their closeness to
the rest of the data.
This formulation is similar to Kumar et. al self-paced learn-
ing [22] whereKp = Kn. [22] proposed this framework for
the non-convex latent variable models and in order to help
them to converge to better local optima.
Optimizing 11 directly, involves integer programming for
variable v. However, for a convex choice of l and Ω the
relaxed version (i.e. vi ∈ R, 0 ≤ vi ≤ 1) is a biconvex pro-
gramming in w and v whose optimal value can be shown
to be at vi ∈ {0, 1}. This means that when we fix either of
the subset of variables w or v the problem becomes con-
vex over the other subset. Biconvex problems are specially
interesting since a simple alternating method has shown to
converge to relatively good local optima efficiently [15].
6.3. Ramp loss expert learning
Finding the largest subset with high margin from nega-
tive samples can be seen as an outlier exclusion problem.
That is, we want to detect those samples that are not co-
herent with (outliers w.r.t.) the largest majority of the data
and exclude them from learning. This can be achieved by
augmenting the loss function as follows,
R˙(w, D) =
Np∑
i=1
min(lwi , Sp) +
Nn∑
i=1
min(lwi+Np , Sn) (12)
where the loss induced by each sample is capped at Sp
for positive samples and Sn for negative samples. This
means that those samples whose loss exceed the corre-
sponding threshold will be discounted from optimization.
One should note that, given specific model parameters w,
the gradient of high loss samples (lwi > S) is zero. There-
fore, those samples does not influence the total risk by the
change of w in any direction. It can be shown that the solu-
tion w∗ of the above formulation is the same as if we have
trained the model only on the samples with their lwi <= S.
S in combination with λ controls the trade-off between reg-
ularization and inclusion of more samples. A large enough
S will include all samples and as we decrease it towards it
will be more strict to include samples.
This formulation is a general case of ramp loss SVM [7]
where we have L2 regularization and hinge loss. [7] pro-
posed ramp loss SVM to decrease the number of support
vectors. This was in order to address scalability issues as-
sociated with learning non-linear SVMs.
It should be noted that for a convex choice of regulariza-
tion Ω and sample loss functions 12 can be reformulated as
difference of convex functions,
R˙(w, D) =
Np∑
i=1
l
w
i +
Nn∑
i=1
l
w
i+Np︸ ︷︷ ︸
convex
− [
Np∑
i=1
max(l
w
i − Sp, 0) +
Nn∑
i=1
max(l
w
i+Np
− Sn, 0)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
convex
(13)
This is true since ls are convex by choice, Sp and Sn are
constants and convexity is preserved under max and sum-
mation operations. (13) can be solved using concave convex
procedure (CCCP) [34].
6.4. Equivalence show case
It can be shown that the solutions to these two minimiza-
tions are equivalent. Here we give an intuition. Consider
the case that we only have a single parameter S = Sp =
Sn = 1/Kp = 1/Kn. Furthermore, take hinge loss as lwi .
In self-paced equation (11), for a given w, we have the op-
timal values of indicator variables vi = 1 iff lwi < S and
vi = 0 otherwise. That means, each sample i induces a
self-paced loss,
vi(l
w
i − S) =
{
max(1− yisi, 0)− S ∀i lwi < S
0 otherwise
(14)
On the other hand each samples induced ramp loss is
min(max(1 − yisi, 0), S) by definition [7]. With a closer
look at these two one see that self-paced induced loss is a
shifted version of ramp loss by −S and thus their solution
are equivalent (look at figure 5).
6.5. Equivalence
It can be shown that the solutions to these two minimiza-
tion are equivalent. Let’s assume the w∗r is the solution to
the minimization (5). Without loss of generality, let’s as-
sume we have one parameter S = Sp = Sn = 1/Kp =
1/Kn. That gives,
J
∗
ramp = Ω(w
∗
r ) +
N∑
i=1
min(l
w∗r
i
, S) ≤ Ω(w) +
N∑
i=1
min(l
w
i , S) ∀w (15)
Now, let’s assume that Nwi is the set of inlier samples that
have an induced loss of lwi ≤ S w.r.t. w. And Nwo is the set
of remaining samples that are outliers (|Nwi |+ |Nwo | = N ).
Then from 15 we have,
J
∗
ramp = Ω(w
∗
r ) +
∑
i∈Nw
∗
r
i
l
w∗r
i
+ |Nw
∗
r
o |S ≤ Ω(w) +
∑
i∈Nw
i
l
w
i + |N
w
o |S ∀w
(16)
On the other hand, let’s assume w∗s is one optimal solu-
tion to minimization (4). Optimal values of vi will be one
for all inliers and 0 for outliers as otherwise it would not be
an optimal point. We also have S = 1/Kp = 1/Kn. Thus,
J
∗
self = Ω(w
∗
s ) +
∑
i∈Nw
∗
s
i
l
w∗s
i
− |Nw
∗
s
i
|S ≤ Ω(w) +
∑
i∈Nw
i
l
w
i − |N
w
i |S ∀w
|Nwi |+|Nwo |=N
=⇒ Ω(w∗s ) +
∑
i∈Nw
∗
s
i
l
w∗s
i
+ |Nw
∗
s
o |S ≤ Ω(w) +
∑
i∈Nw
i
l
w
i + |N
w
o |S ∀w
(17)
Comparing (16) to (17) shows that w∗s and w
∗
r are solu-
tions to both minimizations (4) and (5).
6.6. Discussion
We want the visual subclasses to be well separated from
all the negative samples. So we are interested in the special
case of the above formulations when Sn >> 0 for ramp
loss formulation and negative indicator variables set to 1
(vi = 1) for self-tuned formulation. This will ensure that
all the negative samples are included in the learning. Thus,
we assume there is only one parameterKp and Sp which we
simple call K and S and in general inclusion parameter.
A larger choice of inclusion parameter will be a tighter con-
straint on the positive samples which are contributing to the
final solution. That means by choosing large enough or
small enough K or S in the formulations above we span
a spectrum where we have exemplar learner [23] at one ex-
treme and a monolithic learner at the other extreme respec-
tively.
The two methods use different alternate searches to generate
upper bound formulations (linear tangent in case of CCCP
for ramp loss difference of convex formulation and fixed
indicator variable for self-paced formulation). However, it
can be shown that the generated bounds are closely related.
Figure 5: The loss that sample i induces with S = 1/K = 1 for the case of Ramp Loss (left) and Self-paced Loss (right).
Dashed line shows the original hinge loss.
It can be easily shown that the slight difference is the ten-
dency of the ramp loss approximated bound to keep out-
liers having low scores (remaining outlier) while self-paced
formulation completely ignores the outliers in its approxi-
mated bound.
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Figure 6: Statistics on the distribution of isolated samples (members of clusters with size less than 5). The distribution is
shown on three criteria: low resolution, truncated, unknown
Figure 7: Statistics on the distribution of missed detection on PASCAL VOC 2008 training set. The distribution is shown
on four criteria: low resolution, truncated, occluded, unknown. It can be seen that we have a relatively very low number of
missed samples which are neither low resolution, truncated nor occluded.
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Figure 8: Evolution of the AP with more experts as a function of the fraction of the data used. Blue crosses in green (light
gray) curve mark our method’s AP after aggregation of each expert. Red cross (dashed line) is the AP of DPM using all data.
